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Valero & Schlumberger
← I’m going to tell my kids that’s Valero and Schlumberger.
I could sit and stare at stock performance until the sun comes up, especially if I own
them, so I draw the line at a 2-sigma move. There were four 2-sigma rallies on my
selfish stock monitor yesterday – NEM, PTON, SLB, and VLO.
I covered one eye, stacked them up by technical merit, and came out of the exercise
wanting to buy energy companies. One of the charts put me to sleep (NEM.) Peloton (PTON) is worth
watching. I’m long physical Peloton at these levels, as in the bike and the new treadmill, which easily runs for 5
hours a day in these winter months. The stock has round-tripped to the IPO price, the CEO was just replaced,
and the momentum is still down. It may be a buy down here, but we would still be catching a falling knife in
our teeth. That’s not my style. I’m a momentum guy.
There were two charts in that group that made me instinctively salivate. I almost took $500 out of my pocket
and threw it on the desk in front of me because I wanted to double down on Valero and Schlumberger. The
only dealer in this game is Mr. Market, so it might be time to upsize our bets. You heard Jeff Currie at The
Goldman Sachs yesterday:

"We are out of everything; I don't care if it's oil, gas, coal, copper, aluminum, you
name it, we're out of it.”
When you follow up that statement with a quick read of Goldman’s aluminum call this morning, “Pricing
Without a Buffer,” you get the gist of the situation in no time. Given the lack of natural gas and forced supply
rationing in coal across China, aluminum smelters will come up short of aluminum supply. Demand is robust,
so aluminum is on a “path to inventory depletion” by 2023. Just like everything else, right?
There’s not enough inventory to get through projected deficits.
There’s an “unprecedented level of tightness ahead.” What does
GS do with that information? They raise their price deck. They’re
now predicting average prices of $3,450/ton in 2022, $3,850/ton in
2023, $4,500/ton in 2024, and $5,000/ton in 2025. Allow yourself to
get bullish after LME aluminum held its 200dma like a charm in
2021 and ran off to the races in 2022. Last sale is $3,200, the recent
high is $50 away, and then we’ll start making our way toward
Goldman’s 2022 average price of $3,450/ton.
Alcoa is still on the radar screen. When GS says, “we believe
aluminum markets are facing a melt-up in prices this year,” it’s clear we need to plot a serious entry to AA.
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Then Currie got to oil & gas and said: "Oil has now teed itself up to look very much like European gas and
power." I jumped out of my [expletive] chair and threw my hands in the air.
He’s talking about the situation we identified, like ally, where demand keeps rising into exceptionally low
inventories, and we wind up with this continuation rally into the $90/barrel range and beyond. Under these
circumstances, I’d be happy to bet piles of money on one oil services behemoth and one major refinery that
keep landing at the top of my Leader Board. The individual charts of SLB and VLO made me proud to be long
IGE, our prize possession natural resources ETF, which also notched a new closing high for the move.
Schlumberger (SLB) and Valero (VLO) are holdings #7 and #17 out of 115 companies in the Natural Resources
ETF, and they’re dressed in soft pastel colors. They make up almost 5% of IGE, so let’s be a full-throated
cheering section. Go to the ishares.com website for the balance of the holdings. We are long the king’s
ransom of U.S. and Canadian oil & gas companies (E&P, oil services. and refiners,) major metals & mining
names across base and precious metals, large-cap specialty materials companies like Vulcan Materials and
Martin Marietta, and a few paper & packaging money factories (IP, PKG, GPK.) These are resources essential
industry is gobbling up.
I can tell IGE 2022 will be my homebuilder sector of 2021. We successfully got in and out on the long side
three times and crushed the move higher. The rise in yields has put homebuilders temporarily out of favor, but
I’ve made the case natural resources are set to roar. That’s the horse I’m betting on as a TOP PICK for 2022.
Marathon Petroleum (MPC), another major U.S. refiner, wasn’t far behind Valero on my leaderboard with a new
closing high for the move. The stock has rallied 9 of the last 11 weeks, once for 11%, and its breaking technical
resistance levels on the reg. Refiners are a simple business. They’re benefitting from the market's transition
from the end of lockdown into record gasoline demand. When gas-at-the-pump margins expand, refineries
will beat earnings and likely outperform. That’s why I chose an ETF that carefully included refiners.
The technical analysis is straightforward. Valero just broke out of a one-year consolidation range.
Schlumberger took out the 2021 high at $38 and is working toward the 2020 peak at $41. They’re both about
to go on a tear. Choose a specific Natural Resources weapon. Or take IGE and bid it.
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“Some events are in the area of the soul where words cannot penetrate.”
– Neal Cassady, born February 8, 1926
“The desire to know your own soul will end all other desires.” - Rumi

“When two people relate to each other authentically
and humanly, God is the electricity that surges
between them.”
- Martin Buber, Jewish Philosopher, born February 8, 1878
“What is a friend? A single soul dwelling in two bodies.” - Aristotle

“All real living is meeting.”
← Martin Buber on lockdowns which, as we speak, are being memory-holed by the media. Never forget.
“But if it be a sin to covet honor, I am the most offending soul alive.”
– William Shakespeare
“An animal’s eyes have the power to speak a great language.” – Martin Buber

“The real struggle is not between East and West, or
capitalism and communism, but between education
and propaganda.” - *Arial chest bump Marty B.*
DIALOGICAL PHILOSOPHER
“Sometimes I sits and thinks.
Other times I sits and drinks,
but mostly I just sits.”
- Neal Cassady was lousy at subject-verb agreement.
Nobody cared.

“Play is the exultation of the possible.” – Martin Buber
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View Matrix
AA even traded into my Entry Level and I was afraid to add it.
A trader only makes that mistake once with new information.
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T.G. Macro, LLC ("TGM") is a publisher, not a registered investment advisor, and nothing in TGM's newsletter is intended, and it should not be construed, to be investment
advice. TGM's newsletter is for informational use only. Any mention in TGM's newsletter of a particular security, index, derivative, or other instrument is neither a
recommendation by TGM to buy, sell, or hold that security, index, derivative, or other instrument, nor does it constitute an opinion of TGM (or of any of its officers, employees,
agents or representatives) as to the suitability of that security, index, derivative or other instrument for any particular purpose. TGM is not in the business of giving investment
advice or advice regarding the suitability for any purpose of any security, index, derivative, other instrument or trading strategy and nothing in TGM's newsletter should be so
used or relied upon. TGM is not acting as your financial advisor nor in a fiduciary capacity, with regard to any securities, index, derivative or other instrument referred to in
TGM’s newsletter. Also, no representation is made concerning the tax implications in any applicable jurisdiction regarding any securities, index, derivative or other instrument
and TGM is not advising you in respect of the tax implications. All opinions and estimates in the newsletters are given as of the date of their publication on the TGM’s website
and are subject to change and TGM does not assume any obligation to update the newsletters or to reference any such changes.TGM hereby expressly disclaims any and all
representations and warranties that: (a) the content of its newsletters is correct, accurate, complete, reliable or a guaranty of future performance; (b) any of its newsletters will
be available at any particular time or place, or in any particular medium; and (c) that any omission or error in any of its newsletters will be corrected. TGM shall not be liable for
any errors or omissions made in its newsletters or for any inaccuracies in its assumptions. TGM specifically disclaims liability for any losses or damages (incidental,
consequential or otherwise) that may arise from the newsletters and that are either used or relied upon by anyone for any reason, including without limitation, the use of the
newsletters in the preparation of any financial books and records. Although from time-to-time TGM's newsletter may link to or promote others' websites or services, TGM is
not responsible for and does not control those websites or services. TGM's newsletter is published and distributed in accordance with applicable United States and foreign
copyright and other laws. Without the prior written consent of TGM, no person or entity, directly or indirectly, may copy, reproduce, recompile, decompile, disassemble, reverse
engineer, distribute, publish, display, perform, modify, upload to create derivative works from, transmit, or in any way exploit all or any part of TGM's website, its newsletter, or
any other material belonging to TGM.
Without the prior written consent of TGM, no person or entity, directly or indirectly, may offer all or any part of TGM's website, its newsletter, or any other material belonging
to TGM for sale, nor may any person or entity, directly or indirectly, distribute all or any part of TGM's website, its newsletter, or any other material belonging to TGM over or
by means of any medium.
Without the prior written consent of TGM, no person or entity, directly or indirectly, may make all or any part of TGM's website, its newsletter, or any other material belonging
to TGM, available as part of or in connection with another website, whether by hyper-link, framing on the Internet or otherwise. At any given time TGM's principals may or
may not have a financial interest in any or all of the securities and instruments discussed herein. At any given time TGM's principals may or may not have a financial interest in
any or all of the securities and instruments discussed herein.
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